Abstract-At the present time, the modern platforms of highperformance computing (HPC) consists of heterogeneous computing devices which are connected through complex hierarchical networks. Moreover, it is moving towards the Exascale era and which makes the number of nodes to increase as well as the number of cores within a node to increase. As a consequence, the communication costs and the data movement are increasing. Given that, the efficient topology-aware process mapping has become vital to efficiently optimize the data locality management in order to improve the system performance and energy consumption. It will also decrease the communication cost of the processes by matching the application virtual topology (exploited by the system for assigning the processes to the physical processor) to the target underlying hardware architecture called physical topology. Additionally, improving the locality problem which is one of the most challenging issues faced by the current parallel applications. In this survey paper, we have studied various topology-aware mapping techniques and algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Good topology-aware process mapping has an acute role in improving the performance of the parallel applications in highperformance computing (HPC) as well as the energy consumption, considering the increasing hierarchical, heterogeneous and complex nature of the current and future high-performance computing (HPC) platforms. The "Heterogeneous" term refers to non-symmetry in a few or several system aspects. The heterogeneity appears in several parts such as; networks and can emerge from hardware heterogeneity (CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs), software heterogeneity (Compilers, operating system, libraries, etc.) and the network topology complexity [1] . For that matter, the applications of high-performance computing need to adapt the heterogeneity platforms to optimum execution.
As an illustration, the topology-aware process mapping is a way of carrying out a particular task to enhance parallel application execution by decreasing the communication cost of processes by matching the application of virtual topology (exploited by the system for assigning the processes to the physical processor) to the target underlying hardware architecture called physical topology. One of the advantages of topology-aware mapping is the decreased cost of communication, by matching the application data to the processors that are physically close one to the other.
In order to do a topology-aware process mapping, it is necessary to choose the parallel programming models that help in this matter. To put it another way, the parallel programming model has a valuable help in application execution, because some of the parallel programming models have a mechanism that helps the application to exploit the underlying hardware to improve communication and the locality. Moreover, it will be helpful for virtual topology management to reorganize the processes according to the target underlying hardware architecture. Therefore, the most important parallel programming model is the Message Passing Interface (MPI) which is the standard model of the parallel programming models.
As discussed above, we propose the main three steps to make an efficient topology-aware process mapping, as follows:
1) Develop a virtual topology by gathering the application communication pattern.
2) Develop a physical topology by modeling the underlying hardware architecture.
3) Develop a clever algorithm or technique by matching the numbers of computing elements and the process ranks of the application.
The following architecture explains the previous steps " Fig.  1 ".
The mapping of topologies is of two types: static and dynamic. In the static approach, the mapping can be done prior to the execution. As for the second approach which is dynamic mapping, it happens at runtime (remap the processes to another processor or core during the runtime) [2] . This paper is organized as follows: section 2 comprises the definitions of the topologies with examples, section 3 includes the previous related work, whilst section 4 discusses the definition of the problem and the section 5 concludes this paper.
II. TOPOLOGIES DEFINITIONS

A. Virtual Topology
The term virtual topology means the dependence among the software processing entitles. These dependencies may be defined as the data that is exchanged between the processes or an access to the memory by the application threads. In other words, the virtual topology refers to the application communication patterns [2] . Furthermore, the virtual topology has several types such as graph topologies and Cartesian topologies. The example of the virtual topology is shown in " Fig. 2 " 
B. Pysical Topology
Nowadays, the modern machines are increasingly complex, include multiple processors, multi-core processors (socket = package), simultaneous multithreading, NUMA nodes, shared caches, and multiple GPUs, NICs, etc. Similarly, the underlying hardware known as physical topology includes the NUMA memory nodes, cores, simultaneous multithreading, sockets and shared caches [3] . Correspondingly, the application needs to understand the target underlying hardware for optimum execution. The example of the underlying hardware architecture is shown in " Fig. 3 ". Likewise, we can gather the information on the target machine using the topology discovery mechanism as shown in " Fig. 4 " Given that, the physical topology is the hardware affinity known as physical topology distance [4] , shown in " Fig. 5 ".
C. Parallel Programming Model
The main parallel programming models for highperformance computing are OpenMP (which are used for shared memory architecture) and MPI (which are used for distributed memory systems). At the present time, we have several parallel programming models such as OpenCL (Open Computing Language -used for the heterogeneous parallel computing), OpenCV (which has the power to concentrate on the real-time applications) and OpenACC (which is a programming standard and was intended to simplify parallel programming of heterogeneous CPU/GPU systems) [5] [6] .
Additionally, in the high-performance computing we can make hybrid parallel programming models to do a specific task that takes the advantages of the shared and distributed memory. "table-1" shows the parallel programming models as well as the systems that implement them [6] . 
D. Parallel Computing Systems
The modern engineering and science applications require a massive amount of computing because it deals with very complex problems. In order to address these complex problems, we need powerful computing systems such as parallel computing. As an illustration, parallel computing is one of the most powerful computations that can make numerous calculations and execute the processes, simultaneously. To put it differently, large problems can often be divided into smaller ones, and then solved at the same time [7] . On the negative side and in our case, the programmers face many challenges with the parallel systems such as the complex hierarchy of the hardware, methods to minimize the memory usage by the applications, less communication, and data locality.
The high-level architecture of parallel computing is shown in " Fig. 6 ".
III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The modern platforms of high-performance computing (HPC) consists of heterogeneous computing devices which are connected through complex hierarchical networks. In order to efficiently execute the data-parallel Exascale applications on that platforms, we need to balance a load of the processors, as well as minimize the communications cost. To achieve that we need to separate the data among processors whilst considering their speed. The second can be optimized by decreasing the communications volume by mapping the application data to the processors that are physically close to one another. Moreover, the topology information will be used as the guide to improve the communications in the hierarchical-heterogeneous platforms.
Nowadays, as we are moving towards the Exascale, the topology-aware process mapping is becoming an important approach to improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of Exascale applications. Accordingly, most researchers in this area have proposed many techniques and approaches for finding the best and efficient topology-aware process mapping. As can be seen, every researcher focusses on different aspects of how to build the efficient mapping of the process-to-processor. It is also noticed that most researchers come up with their own mapping approach and try to make efficient topology-aware process mapping.
Briefly, we have summarized all the previously done studies on the topology-aware process mapping problem. To begin with, Emmanuel et al. [7] have proposed techniques to deal with NUMA node clusters for reducing the communications costs. The proposed techniques can gather the information of the application communication pattern and the details of the target machine hardware, and then compute the relevant ranks of reordering application process. Eventually, the new ranks are used for reducing the application communication costs. As a matter of fact, those techniques are based on the TreeMatch algorithm. This algorithm deals with resource binding technique such as computing unit numbers and the rank reordering technique as the new MPI ranks. However, the algorithm design is as follows: www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The work by Guillaume et al. [8] has modified the function of the MPICH2 implementation of the MPI_Dist_graph_create for reordering the process ranks of MPI. The objective is to create a map between the hardware topology and the application communication pattern. Nonetheless, this modification is achieved through two main but different methods, the core binding, and the rank reordering.
Balaji et al. [9] say that the varying mapping of the application on the large-scale systems is an important factor that affects the overall performance. Furthermore, the authors have highlighted the mapping impact on the application performance of "the IBM Blue Gene/Q systems" with the network topology of the 5D torus.
Francois et al. [3] have observed that the number of cores, memory nodes, and shared caches are increasing, thus, making the hardware topology very complex. Moreover, the highperformance computing applications need to be careful while adapting their placement to the target underlying hardware. For that matter, they proposed the hardware locality (HWLOC) tool that gathers the information of the physical topology including caches, processors, and memory nodes which makes it visible to the application as well as the runtime systems. This tool is used by the most important parallel programming models such as OpenMP & MPI.
Joshua et al. [10] have proposed a Locality-Aware Mapping algorithm to distribute the parallel application processes across processing resources in the high-performance computing system. This algorithm is capable of dealing with both, heterogeneous and homogeneous hardware systems. In the final analysis, they implemented it on the OpenMPI.
Bhatele et al. [11] have proposed various heuristics that are based on the hop-bytes metrics for mapping the graphs of irregular communication to the mesh topologies. Their heuristics try to place the communicating processes close to one another.
Mercier et al. [12] built the topology-aware mapping, based on the Scotch library. Generally speaking, they used the virtual topology (The application communication pattern) and the physical topology as a complete weighted graph.
Rashti et al. [13] have extracted the network topologies and intra-node using the InfiniBand tools and HWLOC library respectively. To develop the undirected graph with edges that represent the performance of the communication between cores depending on their distances. Then, this mapping technique is executed by the Scotch library.
Ito et al. [14] have proposed a similar mapping technique but using the existing bandwidth between the nodes measured at the time of execution for assigning the edge weights in the graph of the physical topology. Again, the method of this mapping technique was implemented by the Scotch library.
Chung et al. [15] proposed an efficient technique based on the hierarchical mapping which partitions the physical topology graphs and the process into numerous super nodes. Also, the very first mapping assigns process topology graph supernodes to the equivalent peers in the graph of the physical topology.
Cyril Bordage et al. [16] proposed a Netloc tool for collecting the physical topology that is integrated with a Scotch practitioner for computing the topology-aware MPI process placement. However, their experiments were based on the fattree machine.
K. B. Manwade et al. [17] proposed a novel technique known as a "ClustMap" for mapping the application and system topologies.
Abhinav Bhatele et al. [18] constructed an automatic mapping framework that can help the developer to automate the application communication pattern and physical topology of the parallel application. In addition, their framework can analyze the process topology to find regular patterns and then identify the communication graphs dimensions for the application.
Jingjin Wu et al. [19] proposed a strategy for the mapping of the hierarchical task that implements inter and intra node mapping. They considered supercomputers with torus network and fat-tree topologies, additionally providing two mapping algorithms. The first can deal with both inter-node and intranode mapping. The second can partition the nodes of the computation regarding its affinity.
Torsten Hoefler et al. [2] demonstrate a new heuristic based on the graph similarity and shows its utility with the virtual topology on real physical topologies. In other words, their mapping strategies support the heterogeneous networks and try to reduce the congestion on fat-tree, torus, and the PERCS network topologies for irregular communication patterns.
Subramoni et al. [20] proposed efficient topology mapping on the InfiniBand networks for detecting the InfiniBand network topology and that can be done using the neighbor joining algorithm.
Deveci et al. [21] considered machines with the allocation of the sparse node and then applied a geometric partitioning algorithm to processors and tasks to find the appropriate mapping.
Agarwal et al. [22] proposed a greedy heuristic through the estimation functions that are used to evaluate the mapping decisions effects.
Mohammad et al. [23] used the network/node architecture and graph embedding modules for mapping the application communication topology onto the multi-core clusters physical topology with multi-level networks. As the result, they have got the great improvement in the application communication performance as well as the execution time. In the final analysis, this result is obtained by Micro-benchmark.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Aggregated power for computing is recognized as the most recent phenomenon for data-intensive tasks in the 21st century. High-performance computing is able to handle simulation modeling as well as support standard workstations. Through carrying out several computing operations within a reasonable amount of time, high-performance computing is able to counter performance challenges related to limited data sources. This is achieved using high-end specialized hardware that incorporates www.ijacsa.thesai.org several units which gather computing power. Additionally, the units use the concept of parallelization to distribute data and operations across the various subsequent levels. This is due to a large amount of data movement and lack of application placement patterns onto the elements of the hardware processing. In short, when we study the process placement, we must focus on the system hierarchy of the high-performance computing (HPC) because the system hierarchy increases more and more, and the nodes become multi-levels of memory (nonvolatile memory, faster but smaller MCDRAM for KNL, standard DRAM, etc.) and composed of multicore processors. Moreover, the network that connects these nodes has very complex topology [24] . Thus, it is concluded that the process placement is not an easy task in case of very effective process placement. Additionally, the topology mapping or process placement has a critical role on the parallel application performance and we need to map these processes onto processors carefully. Therefore, the goal of every successful mapping algorithm relies on how to reduce the communication costs by carefully mapping the processes that are closest to each other and require most communication. Algorithmically, the mapping process has two kinds; the first one is how the machine computes the messages communication costs and the second one is how the application can describe the computing elements affinity. Because the affinity of the computing entities is very important in case of mapping the processes on the processors which are close to each other.
Lastly, it was witnessed that the topology-aware process mapping is an active research filed. The both, application communication pattern (virtual topology) and the underlying hardware details (physical topology) are not difficult to extract, the main contribution is the topology process mapping algorithm. In fact, we advise the interested researchers to use HWLOC tool to extract the physical topology (underlying hardware details) [3] and use any graph partitioning or MPI ranks reordering for virtual topology [7] .
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
